Pathways is updating definition and adding fields 10-20 at a time periodically based on VAM, PSO and user questions. Pathways has been sending out emails with update notifications through mailchimp.

- Rosha is speaking to Jim and Carrie about asking Pathways to use a pop-up upon sign in to notify users of the changes. Rosha queried the data managers on the call and asked if anyone is getting these notifications. The data managers on the call stated they have not received the emails regarding the changes.

- TVAR-ICU hours instructions have changed – Original definition was any portion of 24 hours counts as one day. The new definition is based on time within a 24-hour period. Please note the change.

- B/P has changed in the registries. Pay attention to the required blood pressure instructions.

Cheryl is holding monthly calls to discuss charters. If you wish to be a part of the monthly calls, please email Rosha as this is an invitation only meeting. The calls are open discussions regarding projects and useful information is shared. Upcoming meetings are listed below. Calls will be held every month until decided otherwise. Rosha encouraged everyone to join.

- August 17, 2018 - Lost to Follow up
- August 28, 2018 – Documentation
- August 29, 2019 – Medications

TVAR Webinar will be August 22nd at 1:00

Future Data Manager calls
- Analytics demo
- Inclusion/Exclusion criteria for all modules

Star Rating reports can be found in your shared files.

Next month we will review Analytic Reporting – Rosha will demo for the group.

Next call is scheduled for September 11, 2018 at 2:00 PM.